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In this paper, we introduce a novel sociotechnical moderation system for Reddit called Crossmod. Through
formative interviews with 11 active moderators from 10 different subreddits, we learned about the limitations
of currently available automated tools, and how a new system could extend their capabilities. Developed
out of these interviews, Crossmod makes its decisions based on cross-community learning—an approach that
leverages a large corpus of previous moderator decisions via an ensemble of classifiers. Finally, we deployed
Crossmod in a controlled environment, simulating real-time conversations from two large subreddits with
over 10M subscribers each. To evaluate Crossmod’s moderation recommendations, 4 moderators reviewed
comments scored by Crossmod that had been drawn randomly from existing threads. Crossmod achieved an
overall accuracy of 86% when detecting comments that would be removed by moderators, with high recall
(over 87.5%). Additionally, moderators reported that they would have removed 95.3% of the comments flagged
by Crossmod; however, 98.3% of these comments were still online at the time of this writing (i.e., not removed
by the current moderation system). To the best of our knowledge, Crossmod is the first open source, AI-backed
sociotechnical moderation system to be designed using participatory methods.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Recently, the moderators (or “mods”) of a large gaming community on Reddit, r/Games, released
screenshots1 of bigoted, transphobic, racist, misogynistic, pedophilic, and otherwise hateful comments that they had moderated [46]. In their statement, the mods wrote:
1 Content

warning (see above): https://imgur.com/a/umrdBYF
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Unfortunately, this inflammatory content is not infrequent ... These are some of the more
awful comments we see regarding transphobia, homophobia, islamophobia, racism,
misogyny, pro-pedophilia/pro-rape, and vitriolic personal attacks against other users.
These kinds of comments occur on a daily basis. We’ve compiled an entire album of
examples of the horrible things people say on this subreddit. From bigotry to vitriol,
this album merely scratches the surface of the magnitude of the problem.2
While most mainstream platforms prohibit obviously racist, homophobic, and hateful content,
platforms still intake vast amounts of it [18, 67]. As the r/Games mods tried to make visible,
moderators are on the front lines of the battle to keep such content out of their online communities
and off platforms [28]. Platforms and their moderators use a variety of different approaches to
regulate behavior in online communities, and subsequently limit the damage that bad actors
cause [37]. On most sites, those techniques take two primary forms: human moderation, and human
moderation augmented by automated techniques.
1.1

Regulating platforms through human moderation

Most social platforms employ the services of moderators (either paid or unpaid) who regulate
content generated within the platform. Human moderation typically takes two forms: centralized
and distributed approaches. In the centralized approach, teams of human moderators such as
externally contracted workers, and/or a small number of power users—manually go through posts,
and scrub the site of content with racist, homophobic, or misogynist language or imagery [60]. In
the distributed approach, a social platform’s users triage inappropriate submissions via voting or
reporting mechanisms—after which the site can take action (often, moderators take these actions).
1.1.1 Challenges faced by human moderation. Human moderation approaches require moderators
to perform a great deal of manual labor, and these suffer from drawbacks when deployed within
large-scale platforms [55, 68]. In the centralized approach, groups of paid or volunteer moderators
constantly regulate all of the content generated within platforms. This constant exposure to
disturbing content negatively and substantially affects the mental health of moderators [20, 59]. In
the distributed approach, platforms require users to report inappropriate content before taking
action—the exact type of content platforms wish their users did not have to encounter in the first
place. In addition, human moderation struggles to keep up with the immense volume of content
generated within large-scale platforms—plenty of content that violates site guidelines remains
online for years [28].
1.2 Using AI to triage content for human moderators
To keep up with the volume of content created by users, social platforms—like Facebook [6],
YouTube [30], and Twitter [54]—are known to train machine learning algorithms by compiling
large datasets of past moderation decisions on the platform. Deploying these algorithms without any
human oversight can be detrimental; for example, Tumblr “caused chaos” recently when it launched
a new, unsupervised anti-porn algorithm on the site [39]. Nonetheless, machine learning approaches
can be especially helpful for algorithmically triaging comments for human moderators to review.
However machine learning-based approaches face drawbacks that prevent them from being easily
deployed—scarcity of labeled ground truth data, and the contextual nature of moderation.
1.2.1 Scarcity of labeled ground truth data. First, machine learning-based approaches require vast
amounts of labeled ground truth data for training effective models. These data are difficult to obtain
since platforms do not share moderation decisions publicly due to privacy and public relations
2 https://www.reddit.com/r/Games/comments/b7ubwm/rgames_is_closed_for_april_fools_find_out_why_in/
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Fig. 1. Broad, illustrative overview of how Crossmod works.

concerns. Brand new or small online communities, by definition, have little to no training data at
all. New techniques such as cross-community learning can side-step the need for site-specific data
and classifiers for moderation [19]. In cross-community learning, data obtained from one or more
source communities is used to detect violations within a completely different target community.
1.2.2 Contextual nature of moderation. Second, moderation is a highly contextual task. Moderation
decisions about what is considered acceptable or undesirable are guided by an online community’s
norms [17, 43]. But norms vary widely across communities; even behavior considered undesirable
in one community may be valuable in another [5, 50]. A common failure mode for moderation
algorithms is failing to understand the community norms where they are being deployed.
1.3

Formative interviews, system, and evaluation

In this paper we build a new, open-source, AI-based moderation system for assisting moderators
of communities on Reddit. We call this system the CrossModerator or Crossmod. Crossmod aims
to overcome the problems above by embracing a sociotechnical partnership with mods, who
understand their community’s norms. Specifically, we adopt a mixed-initiative [31] approach in
Crossmod, allowing moderators of subreddits to augment the automatic predictions obtained from
cross-community learning with human decisions and oversight.
1.3.1 Formative interviews. We conduct a formative interview study with 11 mods from 10 different
subreddits to understand the current state of automated moderation tools on Reddit, as well as
opportunities for extending those tools. We also work closely and iteratively with these moderators
through all stages of building Crossmod.
1.3.2 System. Next, we introduce the primary contribution of this work: Crossmod. Developed
with iterative, participatory methods, Crossmod is a machine-learning based moderation system
that is freely available and open source. The machine learning back-end for Crossmod leverages
cross-community learning [18, 19]; specifically, it uses classifiers trained on the moderation decisions
from 100 other communities over roughly a year. For example, Crossmod’s ML-backend provides
counterfactual estimates about what 100 communities would do with new content, as well as
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 3, No. CSCW, Article 174. Publication date: November 2019.
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whether that content resembles racism, homophobia, or other types of abuse. Driven by our
formative interviews, Crossmod wraps this backend in a sociotechnical architecture that fits into
existing moderator workflows and practices. Figure 1 depicts an overview of how Crossmod works.
1.3.3 Summative evaluation. Finally, we deploy Crossmod in a controlled environment, simulating
real-time conversations from two large subreddits with over 10M subscribers each—r/science and
r/Futurology. Two moderators from each subreddit evaluated Crossmod’s moderation recommendations by manually reviewing comments scored by Crossmod that are drawn randomly from
existing threads in their own subreddit. Moderators reported that they would have removed 648
(95.3%) of the 680 comments surfaced by Crossmod; however, 637 (98.3%) of these comments were
still online at the time of this writing. In other words, moderators reported that those comments
should have been removed, but that the current sociotechnical moderation architecture failed to
help them do so.
1.3.4 Contributions and implications. The contributions of our work are two-fold. Firstly, we
make a systems contribution where we develop a novel sociotechnical system for moderation on
Reddit. To the best of our knowledge, Crossmod is the first open source, AI-backed sociotechnical
moderation system to be developed and released publicly.3 Prior work on online governance tend
to focus on the algorithmic detection-side of moderation. Crossmod extends this line of research by
exploring ways to go beyond detection towards enforcement. Second, we develop Crossmod by
upholding the principles of participatory design—workers who are involved in the work system
should be given a voice in the design process to determine how the new system could improve the
quality of their work [38, 48]. In this paper, we present a grounded approach to include the voice of
the moderators (i.e., the workers) in the design process to determine how Crossmod (i.e., the work
system) could improve the quality of moderation (i.e., their work). Through our work, we hope to
inform the design of similar AI-backed sociotechnical systems in the future, and ameliorate the
social-technical gap in similar CSCW applications [2].
2

BACKGROUND

Most online platforms today curate content generated by their users in different ways—presenting
content in an ordered form to increase user engagement (e.g., Facebook NewsFeed [56]), promoting
sponsored content (e.g., ads [44]), and moderating (or screening) undesirable content [33, 41, 63].
Different social platforms adopt different approaches to moderating content. But these approaches
can be broadly categorized as two types—human moderation (centralized and distributed), and
automated moderation. Next we describe commonly deployed approaches from each category in
detail, highlighting how they are currently used in practice.
2.1

Human approaches to content moderation

Human moderation take two primary forms—centralized and distributed approaches. In the central
moderation approach, most sites employ the services of commercial content moderation workers or
moderators who regulate content generated within the platform (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, YouTube,
Reddit) [13, 29, 52]. Moderators either screen all of the content before it gets posted (proactive), or
deal with it after the content is either reported by other users or triaged by an AI-agent (reactive).
Content found to violate site guidelines, community norms, or even the law are typically removed
off-site, with users being sanctioned and even banned from the platform in severe cases [59]. In
the distributed approach, users up-vote desirable content making it more visible, and down-vote
undesirable content, sometimes even reporting content [24, 41, 57, 58].
3 The

code for Crossmod is publicly available at https://github.com/ceshwar/crossmod.
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Moderators are critical to platforms that rely heavily on human moderation, acting as digital gatekeepers who decide what content gets posted on the platform and what content gets
taken down [29]. By curating content generated by users, moderators help guard against serious
infractions that might do harm to a social platform’s digital presence [28]. More importantly,
moderators keep users from (unintentionally) viewing racist, homophobic, violent, misogynist, etc.,
content. [18, 60].
2.1.1 Challenges faced by human moderation approaches. Human moderation approaches suffer
from drawbacks when deployed at scale, especially the need for a great deal of human labor [55, 68].
In the centralized approach, the labor falls on a small number of paid workers or volunteers who
must work tirelessly to maintain the community [59]. Despite their significant role in shaping
online discourse and improving user experience on social platforms, moderation workers typically
receive low wages and work long hours. Moderators on most platforms are dispersed globally,
typically hired from firms located overseas [20]. Prior work on commercial content moderation
observed that:
The work is almost always done in secret for low wages by relatively low-status workers,
who review content day in and day out, digital content that may be pornographic,
violent, disturbing, or disgusting. [60]
Recent reports have found that continued exposure to such violent and disturbing content can
lead to detrimental effects on the mental well-being of moderators [4, 20]. The tasks performed
by moderation workers range from repetitive and pedestrian normative violations like posting
spoilers about a TV show, to exposure to images and material that can be violent, disturbing and,
at worst, psychologically damaging [18, 61]. The workers are often further isolated because the
work they do is carried out in secret, because their employers consider their work to be a threat to
the brand [59].
In addition, the rapid pace and scale at which content is constantly generated within large-scale
platforms restricts the effectiveness of proactive review processes that rely on human moderation
alone—where a moderator examines every new piece of content before it appears on the site. As a
result, most platforms employ human moderation in a reactive manner. In other words, even horrific
content may exist on the site for some period of time where other users view and experience it,
until the content gets reported, and subsequently removed off-site by a human moderator [60]. Due
to the sheer challenge of regulating content within such large-scale platforms, plenty of content
that violates site guidelines remain online for days, and sometimes even years [28]. Moderation is
hard, and not all types of content are simple or easy for moderation workers to spot or to adjudicate,
either. Some of these tasks involve complicated matters of judgment that involve familiarity with
community norms and context information. Moreover, when the work of moderating platforms
is outsourced to other parts of the world (e.g., Philippines [69]), it creates an additional hurdle
to be familiar with social norms: workers must become steeped in the racist, homophobic, and
misogynist tropes and language of another culture for which the content is destined [29].
2.2

Automated approaches to content moderation

In an effort to keep up with ever-growing content, technical approaches are reported to exist within
social platforms communities [1, 27, 33]. These range from simple word and source-ban lists, to
more sophisticated AI-based techniques that can flag inappropriate content. Word and source-ban
lists take automated actions by filtering content based on either the use of black-listed words [12],
or posting from blacklisted IP addresses [66]. Social platforms are also known to train machine
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 3, No. CSCW, Article 174. Publication date: November 2019.
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learning algorithms by compiling large datasets of example posts that have been moderated offsite [6, 30, 54]. Machine learning-based approaches can be especially helpful for algorithmically
triaging comments for a much smaller number of (perhaps paid) human moderators.
2.2.1 Challenges faced by automated approaches to content moderation. Automated approaches to
triage undesirable content have the potential to allow human moderators to review content more
effectively and target their manual labor towards reviewing content that are likely to be violations.
But current automated moderation approaches face some key drawbacks.
Static methods are crude by modern standards. Static word and source-ban lists have been observed
to perform poorly [64]. They need to be constantly updated to keep up with the evolving nature of
online behaviors to remain effective, and they are also prone to “false positives” as they typically
do not account for context-specific information [11, 15].
Scarcity of labeled ground truth data. Machine learning-based approaches are generally more
effective than static word-ban lists, but they require vast amounts of labeled ground truth data
for developing reliable models. Moreover, new and emerging platforms suffer from the “cold
start problem”—they lack enough data from their respective users. Such platforms lack the data
and resources required to develop reliable automated moderation systems for triaging undesirable
content [65]. In this paper, we use cross-community learning to address the scarcity of labeled ground
truth. The core idea behind cross-community learning is to learn from data obtained from different
source communities to detect violations within a completely different target community [19].
Recent research has shown that cross-community learning can be useful to side-step the need for
site-specific data and classifiers for moderation [18, 19]. We extend this line of work.
Online moderation is contextual. Online moderation is a highly contextual task, and community norms guide moderation decisions by defining what is acceptable, or undesirable within
an online community [5, 43, 50]. Community norms can vary widely across communities, and
sometimes behavior considered undesirable by most may even be promoted in certain places
(e.g., r/fatpeoplehate [17], Something Awful Forums [50], and r/RoastMe [36]). Such nuances are
important to take into account, as platforms and researchers are doubling down on automated
approaches towards moderation.
2.3

Recent advances in online moderation

Prior work on ML-based approaches to detect online misbehavior (e.g., abuse [19, 49], toxicity [70],
hate speech [17], violations [51]) focus mainly on the detection-side of online moderation as if it is
the ultimate step. Despite being a critical part of how norms are enforced and communities are
regulated, the enforcement-side of online moderation remains relatively unexplored [17, 35]. As a
first step towards this goal, we work closely with Reddit moderators to develop a new AI-based
moderation system that can be easily customized to detect content that violate a target community’s
norms and enforce a range of moderation actions. Though moderation systems have been developed
in the past, they are either completely proprietary, therefore unavailable for public use and study
(e.g., internal tools at Facebook [6], The New York Times4 , YouTube [30]), or they are not supported
by AI (e.g., Twitter Blocklists [27], The Coral Project5 , HeartMob [8], and SquadBox [47]). Crossmod
is the first open source, AI-backed moderation system to be released publicly.
3

FORMATIVE INTERVIEW STUDY

Like many social platforms, Reddit relies on human moderation to regulate content. Moderators on
Reddit are groups of users with special privileges who regulate content generated within subreddits
4 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/13/insider/have-a-comment-leave-a-comment.html
5 https://coralproject.net
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Subreddit Name
Participant Name Age Country
r/AutoModerator
Chad Birch (P0)
35
Canada
r/photoshopbattles, r/blackpeopletwitter P1
18
USA
r/science
P2
44
USA
r/news, r/funny, r/todayilearned
P3
60
UK
r/science
P4
30
USA
r/relationships
P5
31
USA
r/Sakartvelo
P6
39
UK
r/femalefashionadvice
P7
29
Australia
r/homeimprovement, r/homeautomation P8
36
USA
r/itsaunixsystem, r/jailbreak
P9
23
Canada
r/computers
P10
39
UK
Table 1. The list of moderators we interviewed. P0 preferred to be identified by his real name in this paper.

on a voluntary basis—they are not paid for their labor. Moderators enforce rules that are subredditspecific [25], in addition to site-wide (content6 and anti-harassment7 ) policies. Reddit has existing
architecture in place to support human moderation on the platform, as well as automated moderation
tools to assist moderators. However recent reports have found that Reddit is systematically failing
to limit the damage caused by bad actors, and moderators are struggling due to the large volumes
of abuse constantly directed at them—resulting in moderator burnout, and even mental health
risks [53]. We begin with a formative interview study to learn about the current state of automated
moderation tools on Reddit, and explore opportunities for extending these tools8 . The goal of this
study is to understand how moderators use automated tools on different parts of Reddit (either to
proactively remove content, or to triage content for human review). Through these interviews, we
examine challenges faced by existing automated tools and identify unmet moderator needs.
3.1

Methodology

3.1.1 Recruitment. We conducted in-depth, formative interviews with 11 individuals who moderate
Reddit communities on a regular basis. Interviewees were recruited by sending private messages
through Reddit.9 In order to maintain diversity in the topics and sizes of the communities represented
in our interviews, we targeted five mainstream subreddits with over 1M subscribers each, five
mid-level subreddits with 100k to 1M subscribers each, and five niche subreddits with less than
10k subscribers. Through this procedure, we reached out to moderator groups from 15 subreddits,
and eventually recruited 10 active moderators who regulate content across 11 unique subreddits.
In addition, we also interviewed Chad Birch, a Reddit moderator who created AutoModerator (or
Automod)10 —an automated moderation tool that is widely used on Reddit. Overall, we interviewed
11 participants based on a variety of English-speaking countries. Further details about our interview
participants are shown in Table 1. All the interviewees were compensated with a $20 Amazon gift
card for their time; further participation in the study was completely voluntary.
6 https://www.redditinc.com/policies/content-policy
7 https://redditblog.com/2015/05/14/promote-ideas-protect-people/
8 This

study was approved by the IRB at the authors’ institution.
allowed us to contact each subreddits’ moderators through a group private message, following which interested
moderators responded to our recruitment message individually.
10 https://www.reddit.com/wiki/automoderator/full-documentation
9 Reddit
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3.1.2 Interview goals. We began the interviews by asking moderators about their general experiences regulating content on Reddit, and then dove into specific moderation practices currently
employed within their subreddits. Next, we explored the breadth of existing automated moderation
tools for Reddit, learning about commonalities and differences between how subreddits employ
these tools. Finally, the moderators explained the advantages and drawbacks of existing automated
tools. Through this process, we were able to understand the needs of moderators and the challenges
faced by existing tools. In Chad’s interview, we also asked about his experiences creating Automod
for a handful of subreddits, and it subsequently getting adopted by Reddit as an internal moderation
tool. All 11 interviews were conducted remotely over Skype or Hangouts, and lasted between 40-60
minutes. Interviews were recorded and then transcribed using a paid transcription service.11 Finally,
the first and second author read through the transcripts, coded them using thematic analysis.
3.2

Current state of automated moderation tools on Reddit

Reddit has existing infrastructure built for supporting moderators in the process of manually
curating content within subreddits. Different subreddits use Reddit’s infrastructure differently, but
the underlying moderation interface and internal tools remain the same across subreddits.
3.2.1 Existing moderation interface. Reddit’s current moderation interface is shown in Figure 2.
Each subreddit has a dedicated moderation queue or “mod queue,” which is a central listing of
all the content generated within the community that needs to be reviewed by moderators. This
includes all of the posts and comments reported by users, and content marked as spam by Reddit’s
site-wide spam filter. In addition to the mod queue, moderators also use two other tabs to review
specific types of content. First is the “Reports” tab, which only shows content flagged through
user-reporting, and the second is the “Spam” tab, which only lists removed content (mods said
that these might be used by Reddit for refining the spam filter). In addition to Reddit’s moderation
interface, 9 out of the 11 moderators also use third-party browser extensions like Toolbox and
Reddit Enhancement Suite (RES). P4 said, “RES and toolbox are the standard ones (i.e., third party
tools) that make the site usable and (provide) extra analytics.” These browser extensions offer better
user-interface and additional features that help mods sift through content manually.
Given the sheer amount of content generated due to Reddit’s popularity, reviewing all content
manually is infeasible. P2 said, “Ultimately, for smaller websites you can do human based moderation.
But right now, r/science has like 20 million subscribers.” In order to keep up with the large volumes of
user-generated content within subreddits, 10 out of the 11 moderators we interviewed rely heavily
on automated tools to triage comments for manual review.
3.2.2 Moderation bots. Moderation bots are a popular class of automated tools that currently
support Reddit moderators [45]. Bot development is facilitated through the openly-available Reddit
API, and the associated Python Reddit API Wrapper (PRAW), both of which offer a range of scripted
functionality [9]. A well-known bot that performs moderation tasks is /u/Botwatchman, which
detects and removes other blacklisted bots (based on a predefined list of bots that are not allowed
on the subreddit). Additionally, moderators also employ Reddit bots specifically written to perform
certain tasks, based on a set of predefined conditions. P1 said, “r/photoshopbattles only allows
submission of images with reasonable quality, and employs a bot to automate checking image quality.”
3.2.3 AutoModerator. From our interviews, we found that AutoModerator or Automod is the
most commonly used automated tool on Reddit, and some subreddits rely entirely on Automod to
regulate content. P9 said, ”AutoModerator does bulk of the moderation for our subreddit.” Automod is
a customizable moderation tool that was created by Chad Birch (P0) for a handful of subreddits in
11 www.rev.com
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r/crossmod_staging \00b7 posted by u/thebiglebowskii

Staging thread for testing the crossmod

u/crossmod: [crossmod] agreement_score>=95%

Fig. 2. Reddit’s moderation interface for moderators to curate content manually. Five different tabs exist in
this interface: Queue (or mod queue), Reports, Spam, Edited, and Unmoderated. When automated moderation
tools are configured to “triage” content violating community norms, posts and comments are sent to the
Mod queue (labeled as tab #1 in the Moderation Interface) for manual review by moderators. All posts and
comments in the Moderation Queue are reviewed by moderators, after which they make moderation decisions.
If a comment does not violate community norms, they can “approve” allowing it to remain on the subreddit.
If they feel that a comment violates community norms, then they can either “remove” the comment, or mark
it as “spam”, taking the content down (i.e., off-site).

its initial stages. Automod was subsequently adopted by Reddit, and released as an internal tool to
assist moderators on the platform. All of the moderators we interviewed had used Automod for
moderating their subreddits at some point, and 9 moderators continue to actively use Automod. As
a result, we focused our interviews on understanding how Automod is employed within subreddits,
and its strengths and weaknesses in the opinions of moderators.
3.3

Current uses of Automod

Automod employs a regular expression (regex)-based filtering approach to scan, and proactively
remove or triage12 content within a subreddit. Automod rules are written and maintained by
moderators (within a subreddit-specific config file). P9 mentioned that the documentation for
Automod is well-maintained and easy to follow. A full description13 of all the capabilities of
Automod can be found on the subreddit called r/AutoModerator. 9 out of 11 moderators used
Automod predominantly as a triaging tool—sending content violating hard-coded rules to the
moderation queue for human review. P9 said, “AutoModerator can filter comments: remove from
public thread, and push to moderation queue for human review. Apparently, this functionality isn’t
available to any-one/thing other than AutoModerator.”
12 Triaging

comments and posts for further review by moderators.

13 https://www.reddit.com/wiki/automoderator/full-documentation
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3.3.1 Automod can detect violations based on simple, hard-coded rules. Automod works based on
simple, hard-coded rules, and is effective at taking care of repetitious and mundane tasks. P0 said,
“What Automod did was get rid of all the really tedious, easy moderation work and allow the moderators
to pay attention to more subjective things.” For example, P1 uses Automod to enforce formatting
guidelines within their subreddit:
r/photoshopbattles has a submission rule that states, “All titles must begin with PsBattle:”. This rule helps distinguish r/photoshopbattles images from other pictures when
they appear on the Reddit front page along with images from other subreddits. To
ensure that users comply with this rule, we have hard-coded an Automod rule that
detects and removes all submissions that do not begin with “PsBattle:”
In addition to enforcing formatting restrictions, Automod is also used to ban problematic users,
prohibit URLs linking to objectionable websites (P6, P9, P10), and detect comments using phrases
that are known to commonly occur in undesirable content within their subreddit (P1, P2, P4).
Chad, creator of Automod, had created a library of common rules available to everyone for
reference. Shown below is an example rule that is used to configure AutoModerator to remove
comments that consist of only capital letters:14
type: comment
body (case-sensitive, regex, full-text): “([A-Z0-9]|\\W)+”
action: remove
action_reason: CAPS ONLY
Many subreddits also share AutoModerator config files among themselves, allowing them to re-use
commonly employed rules. P3 said, “I just copy paste them from a preexisting AutoModerator in
another subreddit? You know, the knowledge, you don’t need to know how to create it from scratch.”
3.4

Challenges in using Automod

3.4.1 Moderators noted that hard-coded rules and regexes are prone to mistakes. Automod’s filtering
mechanism, based on hard-coded rules and regexes, is effective at tedious and straightforward
tasks. But Automod is prone to make mistakes as tasks get harder and need to take contextual
information into account. P1 and P5 said that Automod consistently misses content that are
violations (false negatives). Additionally, Automod filters “innocuous” content by mistake (false
positives), and moderators stopped using Automod due to this reason. P6 said that, “A lot of good
comments get flagged by the AutoModerator and there was a lot of backslash from the community
which is why I stopped using Automoderator.” This aligns with findings from prior work examining
AutoModerator’s challenges [32]. Moderation is a highly contextual task, that needs to take the
community’s norms into consideration before taking down content. Encoding all of the norms of a
community in the form of simple regular expressions is not feasible.
3.4.2 Moderators find it hard to configure Automod. Given that regexes are written by the moderators themselves, configuring Automod is non-trivial. Despite the presence of thorough documentation, a lot of moderators have a hard time configuring Automod by themselves, including
long-time moderators like P3 with over 8 years of experience (and currently moderates 10 different
subreddits). P3 said, “I personally have problems with configuring Automod because I don’t understand
the process. It gets quite complex because it uses filters, mark down rules and so on which are beyond
me. They seem to require a level of coding knowledge.” Moreover, the current design of Automod’s
configuration file makes it restrictive for a lot of moderators to use. Along these lines, P2 said,
“You have to be very comfortable with what feels a lot like a command line interface in a lot of ways.
14 https://www.reddit.com/r/AutoModerator/comments/2l4e2j/can_automod_remove_or_report_postscomments_that/
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And that restricts the number of people who are able to interact with AutoModerator, to the ones who
have the skillset and the inclination, which is probably the biggest restriction.” Additionally, Automod
configuration files for most subreddits quickly grow into massive lines of hard-coded rules in
order to keep up different types of misbehavior. P5 said that this makes it hard to maintain: “When
configuration files for AutoModerator become huge, it can cause errors on Reddit due to large amounts
of processing time required by the rules.”
3.4.3 Moderators need to manually come up with new rules and constantly update Automod. In
order to keep up with the dynamic nature of abuse on the platform, 5 out of 11 moderators said
that they have to constantly update Automod rules (e.g., come up with new lists of undesirable
phrases or domain names for URLs). P2 said,
“The AutoModerator is what it is, right? It is text string recognition. It doesn’t learn, it
doesn’t adapt. If you’re not constantly on top of it, it will quickly lose its relevancy. So
what I had to do was constantly read bad comment strings and constantly update it
with the latest dumb jokes, and that’s an entirely manual process.”
This static nature of Automod rules is a major drawback, despite its effectiveness in enforcing
simpler formatting rules.
3.5

Summary of findings from formative interviews

Via formative interviews with 11 active Reddit moderators, we learned about currently available
automated moderation tools on Reddit. Current automated tools like Automod fit into a deeply
sociotechnical system of human- and machine-moderation. We identified three major areas of
improvement for extending the capabilities of these tools.
• Current automated tools like Automod, though effective at performing simpler tasks, but are
prone to making mistakes when tasks get harder.
• Moderators find that configuring Automod is hard and unintuitive, and the lack of an easy
way to configure the tool is a major drawback.
• In order to keep up with the evolving nature of misbehaviors on the platform, moderators
maintain long lists of rules that need to be manually updated on a regular basis.
4

CROSSMOD

Through our interviews, we found that mods need tools that adapt and learn. As P4 said:
“I just need a smarter Automod. Automod is great because it can act on regular expressions. It can ban (spam) bots and report problems. It’s a very strong tool, but it’s a
very simple tool. A machine learning model that can learn from past mod actions and
remove content would be powerful, especially if it can do what a properly socialized
and culturalized moderator can.”
Next, we introduce Crossmod, a sociotechnical moderation system built to extend the capabilities
of moderators while also fitting into their existing workflows reported in Section 3. Figure 3
demonstrates this through an example walkthrough. Scaling the idea of machine learning-based
sociotechnical interventions up to groups interacting via an online community presents challenges,
because of the social norms that emerge within a particular group [26]. In order to address this
challenge, we construct Crossmod by working with the selected partner subreddits in Table 1,
incorporating key principles of mixed-initiative user interfaces [31]. The moderators (or “mods")
of those groups know those norms best, and expend considerable effort enforcing them. At each
stage of our system design process, we worked with mods in a participatory framework to inform
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the current triaging workflow a comment undergoes when posted to a subreddit,
and how it changes with Crossmod. Note that this illustration represents subreddits where moderators only
review content flagged by automated tools (i.e., the complete workflow is more complex than depicted here).
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key features: as a consequence, Crossmod permits great deal of moderator control over internal
machine-generated predictions.
4.1

Crossmod: System design

Crossmod provides moderation recommendations for incoming comments in an automated manner,
and makes its decisions based on cross-community learning (described in more detail below)—
an approach that leverages a large corpus of previous moderation decisions via an ensemble of
classifiers. Crossmod is designed so that it can be easily integrated into each subreddit’s dedicated
moderation interface.
4.1.1 How Crossmod is integrated into Reddit’s moderation interface. Figure 2 illustrates how
Crossmod is integrated into Reddit’s interface to support different moderation actions. For example,
if Crossmod is configured to report comments that violate community norms, the comments flagged
by the system will be added to the Reports and Mod Queue tab in the Moderation interface, and
this can be further reviewed by human moderators (since Crossmod has been granted moderatorpermissions on the subreddit shown in Figure 2, all comments reported by Crossmod are also
added to the central Mod Queue). In this illustration, both of the comments in the Mod Queue are
automatically reported by Crossmod. All comments in the Mod Queue remain online until they
are reviewed by human moderators. A moderator can perform one of three types of mod actions
based on whether they agree with Crossmod’s moderation recommendations or not. If they agree
with Crossmod’s moderation recommendation, then they just click “remove” on the interface, or
mark the comment as “spam”. If instead they disagree with Crossmod’s report, and feel that the
comment does not actually violate community norms, they can just “approve” the comment, and
take it out of the Mod Queue.

. . .
(more)

$#&%!
. . .
(more)

Fig. 4. An illustration of the core idea behind cross-community learning. Using an ensemble of classifiers, we
provide counterfactual estimates about what a set of source communities would do with new content from a
completely different target community. In other words, “What would r/science do if this comment was posted
there?” In our work, Crossmod’s ML-backend provides counterfactual estimates about what 100 subreddits
would do with new content, as well as whether that content resembles racism, homophobia, and so on.

In addition to reporting comments, Crossmod is designed to support a range of other functionalities: to send alerts to moderators in case of particularly sensitive topics (in the form of modmails),
or to proactively remove comments that garner very high abuse scores computed by the pre-trained
machine learning models described in Section 4.3. We detail the different moderation actions that
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if agreement_score >= 90:
ACTION = remove
if is_racism == True:
ACTION = report
if removal_science == True:
ACTION = modmail

Moderation Interface

Fig. 5. Flowchart depicting Crossmod’s system pipeline. Crossmod makes its moderation decisions by
obtaining predictions from an ensemble of cross-community learning-based classifiers. Crossmod wraps this
back-end in a sociotechnical architecture that fits into Reddit’s existing Moderation Interface. Our system
design allows moderators to easily configure Crossmod using simple conditional statements, and tailor its
actions to suit community-specific needs.

can be supported by the proposed tool in further sections (an overview is shown in Table 3). The
system pipeline is shown in Figure 5, and we describe each component in detail next.
4.2

System pipeline for Crossmod

Crossmod is a Reddit bot written in Python, and works as a subreddit-level moderator tool that can
automatically detect comments violating community norms. Crossmod performs three main tasks:
Task 1: Constantly listening to the stream of incoming comments posted on a particular
target subreddit. Every new comment that is posted on the subreddit will be ingested by
Crossmod, and sent to the appropriate tab in the moderation interface, if necessary.
Task 2: Querying the ML back-end to obtain scores (or predictions) for each ingested comment. Crossmod’s ML back-end is developed using cross-community learning, leveraging a
large corpus of previous moderator decisions via an ensemble of classifiers. The outputs
obtained from the ensemble of classifiers are sent further down the pipeline. Currently Crossmod queries the back-end classifiers through a request to a remote server.
Task 3: Finally, the outputs from the ensemble of classifiers in the ML back-end are aggregated to compute scores. We describe the different types of scores that can be computed in
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further sections. Based on these aggregated scores, Crossmod detects comments that violate
community norms. Depending on how Crossmod has been configured by the subreddit’s
moderators, Crossmod takes the appropriate moderation <actions> that were triggered based
on the <conditions> specified in the configuration file.
4.3

ML back-end based on cross-community learning

Crossmod’s ML back-end comprises an ensemble of cross-community learning-based classifiers
that are of two types: subreddit classifiers, and norm violation classifiers. The different classifiers
we use in this work were generated as part of our prior work on Reddit moderation [18]. Detailed
information about the constructions of these classifiers are provided in the Appendix A.
Subreddit classifiers: First, we obtained 100 classifiers trained to detect whether a given comment
will be removed by moderators of 100 popular subreddits. These were developed as part of our
prior work, and the names of all 100 subreddits we trained classifiers for can be found on GitHub 15 .
These classifiers were trained using FastText, a state-of-the-art library [10, 34].
Macro norms classifiers: Next, we obtained 8 classifiers trained to detect comments that violate
macro norms on Reddit. In our prior work, we found the existence of “macro norms” that are known
to be enforced across most parts of Reddit [18]. For example, posting hate speech in the form of
homophobic and racist slurs, using misogynistic slurs, graphic verbal attacks, and distributing
pornographic material are removed by moderators of most subreddits. As a follow-up to the study,
we publicly released a labeled dataset of Reddit comments labeled violating 8 different types of macro
norms [16]. Using this labeled dataset of macro norm violations,16 we trained FastText classifiers to
identify comments violating the different types of macro norms shared across Reddit [18].
This ensemble of 108 pre-trained, cross-community learning-based classifiers—100 subreddit
classifiers, and 8 (macro) norm violation classifiers—constitute Crossmod’s ML back-end. The
main function of the ML back-end is to make predictions about a new query comment using the
ensemble of classifiers. The final output from the ML back-end is the list of predictions obtained
from the ensemble of classifiers. This is depicted in Figure 4. Through Crossmod, we bring the
idea of cross-community learning to inform online moderation into production. Crossmod is the
first open source, AI-backed moderation system to be released publicly, and the system can be
easily adopted by new and emerging online communities off-the-shelf. The goal of providing the
ensemble of classifiers in Crossmod is to provide moderators with the following choice—which
subreddits would they like to emulate. It may be possible to use the frame of macro norms to derive
normative guidelines for new and emerging online communities. In other words, the ensemble of
classifiers used in Crossmod’s back-end may serve as sensible defaults for a new online community.
Additionally, using predictions obtained from an ensemble of 108 classifiers, instead of relying on
a purely in-domain classifier trained on comments that are inherent to the target subreddit only,
brings in more diversity and robustness into the decision-making process.
4.4

Configuring the Crossmod: If This Then That (IFTTT) format

In our sociotechnical intervention, a machine learning system will intervene in a normally unmediated process. In other words, Reddit would usually immediately post those comments. Issues
of agency naturally arise in mixed-initiative systems like the one we build. Our approach is to
empower the mods in Crossmod. Here, this means that moderators can review and ultimately reject
moderation recommendations made by Crossmod’s back-end ML (the models can even learn from
15 List
16 A

of 100 study subreddits: https://github.com/ceshwar/reddit-norm-violations/blob/master/data/study-subreddits.csv
detailed description of our dataset can be found on Github: https://github.com/ceshwar/reddit-norm-violations
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if agreement_score >= 95:
ACTION = remove
if agreement_score >= 80:
ACTION = report
if is_racism == True:
ACTION = modmail
if is_misogyny == True and is_homophobic == True:
ACTION = report
if removal_science == True:
ACTION = report
if agreement_score >= 90 and removal_The_Donald == False:
ACTION = remove

Fig. 6. Example configuration file for Crossmod. In this config file, the mod is auto-removing comments with
very high agreement scores, and reporting those with moderate scores. In addition to using specific macro
norm and subreddit scores, on the last line the mod has exempted r/The_Donald from the agreement score.

those corrections). Beyond that, we develop rich sets of options moderators can use to control and
configure Crossmod to meet their subreddit-specific needs.
During the interviews, we learned that configuring AutoModerator (through regexes in a YAML
file) was a challenge for most communities. We found that one of the needs of moderators was just
to design a moderator tool that simplifies the way it can be configured. P2 said:
“Well, it also needs to be straight up more user friendly to just even do what we’re
currently doing. Like even if it was just easier to type in the text without having to
get all of the semantics of the Automod configuration properly done, that would be
helpful, just in and of itself.”
We adopt an If This Then That (IFTTT) format where moderators just create chains of simple
conditional statements to trigger moderation actions. In other words, the configuration file of
Crossmod contains a list of IFTTT commands written in the following format:
if <condition>: <action>
Through our initial rounds of feedback obtained from moderators, we found the use of such simple
conditional statements makes configuring Crossmod intuitive and straightforward to moderators
without (any) coding experience. Next we present the different types of <conditions> that are
supported by Crossmod’s ML back-end, and then review the different types of <actions> that
Crossmod can be configured to perform. An example Crossmod configuration file containing some
example conditional statements is shown in Figure 6.
4.5

<conditions> supported by Crossmod’s ML back-end

Crossmod makes its decisions based on predictions about a new query comment obtained from the
ML back-end. Using the output returned by the ML back-end, the decision engine of Crossmod can
be configured to evaluate the three types of <conditions> shown in Table 2. We describe each of
them in detail below.
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Example conditional statements
if (agreement_score >95%):
if (is_racism = True):
if (removal_nfl = True):

Table 2. Different types of conditional statements that can be used to configure the Crossmod’s decision
engine. The values for agreement_score, is_racism, removal_science are computed using the predictions
returned by the different classifiers present in the ML back-end.

4.5.1 <condition>: aдreement_score. First, we use the subreddit-specific classifiers built for detecting comments that would be removed by moderators of 100 popular subreddits. Using the
predictions obtained from all of the 100 source subreddits, for a given unseen comment from the
target community, we obtain an agreement_score—the percentage of source subreddits that consider
the particular comment to be a norm violation (i.e., “If the comment were hypothetically posted on
the subreddit, would moderators remove it?”). In other words, if the aдreement_score computed for
a comment is high (say 99.99%), it denotes a majority agreement to remove the comment, among
most of the subreddit classifiers present in the ensemble. An example conditional statement of this
type would be: i f (agreement_score) > 0.95. Given this <condition>, Crossmod will only detect
comments that at least 95% of subreddit classifiers in the ensemble predict to remove.
When interviewing moderators for design feedback on our system prototype, we observed that
moderators liked the idea of using Crossmod to make moderation recommendations within their
subreddit by simulating moderation decisions by other moderators from 100 popular subreddits.
P4 said that conditional statements based on aдreement_score would definitely be useful for the
subreddits they moderate (i.e., r/news, and r/todayilearned): “Most useful for me would be the
agreement_scores returned by the 100 subreddit classifiers”. Along similar lines, P8 said: ”Agreement
is super helpful where you can straight up remove stuff without intervention or flagging it.”
4.5.2 <condition>: removal_{subredditi }. Next, we use the predictions obtained from individual
source subreddits or a group of specific source subreddits for a given unseen comment from the
target subreddit. Moderators can configure Crossmod to detect target community comments based
on whether a subset of source communities would consider a given comment as a norm violation (if
it were hypothetically posted on the source subreddit, a moderator would remove it). An example
conditional statement of this type would be: i f (removal_nfl) = T rue, where we are checking if the
classifiers trained for a specific subreddit, r/nfl, predicts to remove the given comment.
In addition to the aдreement_score described previously, moderators asked for this ability to
configure Crossmod to make moderation recommendations based on only certain subsets of
classifiers (instead of all of them). P0, P1, and P4 said that such conditional statements help smaller,
and topically-similar subreddits. In particular, P1 said that,
“That seems useful because let’s say, sports subreddits, for example, r/soccer. If you
wants to make a subreddit for a local football team that’s not so broad, then learning
from what r/soccer does would be useful for moderating.”
4.5.3 <condition>: is_{violationnorm }. The last type of <conditions> supported by Crossmod
is based on predictions obtained from the 8 classifiers trained to detect specific types of macro
norm violations (described in Table 5). The goal of each of these classifiers is to identify whether
an unseen comment from the target subreddit is a macro-norm violation, or not.
An example conditional statement of this type would be: i f (is_racism) = T rue, where we are
checking if the classifier trained to detect macro norm violations predicts the given comment to be
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r/crossmod_staging \00b7 posted by u/thebiglebowskii

Staging thread for testing the crossmod

u/crossmod: [crossmod] agreement_score>=95%

r/crossmod_staging \00b7 posted by u/thebiglebowskii

Staging thread for testing the crossmod

u/crossmod: [crossmod] removal_news=True

Fig. 7. How Crossmod is integrated into Reddit’s existing moderation interface to support triaging. When
Crossmod is configured to triage (as opposed to outright remove), comments flagged by Crossmod will
be reported, and sent for further review by human moderators. In this example, the first comment in the
moderation queue is reported for obtaining an aдreement_score over 95%, while the second comment in the
queue is reported for because the classifier trained for r/news predicts removal (i.e., removal_news = True).
All comments pushed to the moderation queue are reviewed by moderators, and the moderator can perform
three different actions based on whether they agree/disagree with Crossmod’s report. If they disagree with
the report, and feel that the comment does not violate community norms, they can “approve” the comment.
Instead, if they agree that the comment does indeed violate community norms, then they can either “remove”
the comment, or mark it as “spam”.

racist in nature. P3 (r/news) and P4 (r/science) said that Crossmod’s ability to automatically detect
such harmful content would be very useful for the subreddits they moderate. In particular P4 said,
“(Detecting) macro norm violations would be very helpful for my subreddit (r/science).
Automod can capture obvious use of hate speech, but a tool that can recognize less
obvious speech is a very useful tool.”
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crossmod-test

[Comment removal by crossmod] agreement_score>=95%

Fig. 8. A comment found to violate community norms is proactively removed by Crossmod, and leaves a
tombstone in place of the comment. All comments that are proactively removed by Crossmod will be sent to a
Spam tab in the Moderation Interface (denoted by tab #3 in Figure 2).

crossmod_staging
u/crossmod-test

[Alert by crossmod] is_racism = True

a few seconds ago

Comment’s permalink = /r/crossmod_staging/comments/b30g50/staging_thread_for_testing_the_crossmod/ej8lqnv/

Fig. 9. In this example, the comment triggered the modmail <action> supported by Crossmod. As a result,
a modmail was sent to alert the moderators, along with the corresponding <condition> violated by this
comment. Moderators can review this comment by clicking on the URL (i.e., permalink) pointed to in the
modmail from Crossmod. The mods can then choose what to do next.

4.6

<actions> that Crossmod can perform

Currently, Crossmod’s design allows the system to perform three types of <actions> with varying
levels of autonomy, shown in Table 3. Depending on the severity of removal <conditions>, and the
target subreddit’s preferences, moderators can configure Crossmod to take specific types <actions>.
The goal here is to provide moderators with the flexibility in choosing the <conditions> and
<actions> based on their specific requirements, or level of autonomy they would like to grant
Crossmod. Though there were a few other specific moderation <actions> that were requested by
individual moderators (e.g., locking the post, adding a spoiler, or marking as not safe for work), we
focus on three types of <actions> in Crossmod’s current design. We found that almost all of the
moderators we spoke to agreed on the need for these three <actions>.
4.6.1 <action>: remove. As illustrated in Table 3, the first type of moderation action that Crossmod
can perform is direct removal. Once a comment violates the <condition> which triggers the direct
removal <action>, Crossmod automatically removes the comment from the subreddit. As shown in
Figure 8, the comment is replaced with a tombstone indicating that it was removed by a moderator,
in this case the crossmod.
4.6.2 <action>: report. The next type of moderation action that Crossmod can perform is reporting
a comment, and thereby sending a comment for further review by moderators. Through the report
<action>, Crossmod can serve as a triaging tool for subreddits, automatically detecting comments
that are likely to be undesirable and sending them for further review by moderators. This is
illustrated in Figure 7. All reported comments continue to remain online until a moderators decides
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<action>
remove
report
modmail

Description
Remove from the subreddit, and move to Spam tab in moderator interface
Send to mod queue for review by human moderator
Alert human moderators through a modmail or message

Table 3. Different types of moderation actions statements that are supported by Crossmod.

to eventually remove it. Instead of taking moderation decisions autonomously, Crossmod can help
augment automated predictions with human judgment. P5 and P9 said that,
“If there’s a rule you’re not sure about, then don’t remove the comment directly. Instead,
triage it through the bot so that the human mod can remove/approve it after review.”
4.6.3 <action>: modmail. The final type of <action> that Crossmod can perform is alerting the
moderators about the presence of new undesirable content on their subreddit. Crossmod can be
configured to send alerts over modmail, or in the form of direct messages to specific moderators.
An example of Crossmod sending an alert over modmail is shown in Figure 9. P0 said,
“Sending a Modmail would be a good one for sure. That’s a different way of reporting.
So it to be, oh, I detected a comment that appears like I’m 90% confident is hostile,
you should take it and look at it, here’s the link. That can be a more detailed way of
reporting things, since it’s difficult to put much information in a report.”
For instance, though most moderators liked the idea of alerting through modmail, P1 said they
preferred the remove and report <actions> over modmail:
“For r/photoshopbattles, sending comments that violate community norms to Mod
queue would be more helpful than sending it to the Modmail directly.”
4.7

Design elements to track Crossmod <actions>

Under <action>: remove, Crossmod has full autonomy over its moderation decision and it can
directly alter conversations within a target subreddit by removing comments (without the need for
human review). As a result, we included design elements in the system that can help moderators
easily track moderation actions, and reverse Crossmod removals if necessary.
Send removals to Spam tab in Moderation Interface. All direct removals made by Crossmod are
automatically sent to the Spam tab in the moderation interface. This allows moderators the flexibility
to audit direct removals made by Crossmod, and even reverse Crossmod removals by approving the
comment, in case of false positives. This also enables a post-hoc analysis of Crossmod’s moderation
decisions in the future, and monitor false positive rates (i.e., how many times did human moderators
overturn Crossmod’s moderation actions?).
Provide removal reasons. We designed Crossmod so that it can be configured to provide a removal
reason to moderators and/or the user (i.e., author of the comment), in the form of a reply and/or
a modmail. P3, P6 and P9 mentioned that providing removal reasons allows the users and other
moderators to understand why a certain comment was removed by the system:
“You’d have to spend time either figuring out or guess and approve, remove it based
on your own quick judgment. So you should have a removal reason, this has been
removed because X, Y, Z.” (P3)
Alert moderators after removing content. Finally, Crossmod can be configured to send out a
modmail informing the moderators about a direct removal made by the system. An example of this
is shown in Figure 10. Additionally, we are also brainstorming design ideas with moderators on
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[Comment removal by crossmod] agreement_score>=95%

a minute ago

Comment’s permalink = /r/crossmod_staging/comments/b30g50/staging_thread_for_testing_the_crossmod/ej8kumk/

Fig. 10. A comment was directly removed by Crossmod, and a modmail was sent to alert the moderators about
this action. Moderators can review this automated decision by clicking on the URL pointing to the removed
comment. If they disagree with Crossmod, they can reverse the decision by "approving" the comment.

ways to use community feedback to reverse Crossmod removals when necessary. P10 suggested
an idea to use community-feedback on the Crossmod’s reply containing the removal reason to
identify “false positives”, and reverse an automated removal. For example, if Crossmod’s reply
receives over 5 downvotes (indicating that at least 5 users disagree with Crossmod’s decision that
the comment is a violation), Crossmod could be configured to reverse its <action> by approving
the removed comment. This functionality is not supported currently, but we plan to explore this in
future iterations of Crossmod.
5

DEPLOYING CROSSMOD IN A CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT

As a proof-of-concept summative evaluation, we deployed Crossmod in a controlled environment,
simulating real-time conversations from two large test subreddits with over 10M subscribers each.
We created a staging instance for each test subreddit, and simulated actual conversations that took
place within the test subreddit, in an unobtrusive manner. When we interviewed Chad (P0), the
creator of Automod, he suggested a similar deployment study:
I think even if you could just come up with something that like hypothetically shows,
“hey the bot is watching all the comments in our subreddit, here’s the one who’s it
would have acted on.” And if they (moderators) can see that and just see, oh yeah, that
actually catches a ton of stuff we’re doing manually right now, then that would be a
huge thing to make them more confident in implementing it. And that gives them an
upfront way to see what things it would do instead of saying, “here, put this in and
only then we can see what it does.”
5.1

Test subreddits: r/science and r/Futurology

We deployed Crossmod in a controlled environment simulating real-time conversations from
r/science and r/Futurology. r/science is one of the largest communities on Reddit with over 20
million subscribers, and it is a “place to share and discuss new scientific research.” r/Futurology is
another large community with over 13 million subscribers, and it is “devoted to the field of Future(s)
Studies and speculation about the development of humanity, technology, and civilization.”
5.1.1 Creating staging instances to mirror test subreddits. First, we created a staging instance for
each of our test subreddits. The staging instance is a controlled environment created to mimic
conversations within test subreddits, and we obtained test subreddit comments in an unobtrusive
manner. For example, the staging instance created for r/science was a subreddit mirroring r/science,
and therefore contained a copy of all comments posted to r/science. We created the staging instances
by streaming all test subreddit comments posted during a 4-month period, from September 2018 to
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December 2018. We used Google BigQuery to obtain these comments, and then (re-)posted all of
them on the staging instances using the Reddit API.
5.1.2 Deploying Crossmod in the staging instances. We deployed Crossmod in the staging instances
so that it would monitor all comments streamed from r/science and r/Futurology. Our goal was to
simulate the real-time conditions under which Crossmod is intended to be used by moderators.
For the purpose of this evaluation, Crossmod was configured to “report” comments that obtained
an aдreement_score >= 85% from the system’s ML back-end. Under real-world circumstances,
mods would configure the Crossmod with their own custom config file; here, we tested a baseline
scenario to see how well Crossmod could perform relative to existing tools. (See Future Work for
longitudinal deployment plans.)
5.2

Evaluating reported comments with the help of moderators

We recorded the moderation recommendations made by Crossmod when deployed in this controlled environment. In particular, we stored the id (i.e., unique identifier for the comment) and
body (i.e., actual text in the comment) of all comments reported by Crossmod, along with the
aдreement_score’s computed for each comment. In order to evaluate Crossmod’s moderation recommendations, we asked 2 moderators from each test subreddit to decide whether they would allow
the comment on their subreddit or not. We conducted human review of comments in 2 phases.
5.2.1 Phase 1. In Phase 1, two moderators from r/science independently rated a set of 100 comments
collected from their subreddit. Out of the 100 comments shown to both moderators, 50 of these
comments received an agreement_score >= 85 (i.e., high scoring), while 50 of these comments
received an agreement_score <= 1 (i.e., low scoring). Moderators were not told about the distribution
of high scoring to low scoring comments in order to avoid any cognitive biases in the decisionmaking process. Similar to the above process, two moderators from r/Futurology also independently
rated a set of 100 comments collected from their subreddit.
5.2.2 Phase 2. In Phase 2, the four moderators were asked to rate a larger set of comments obtained
from their respective subreddits. In this phase, we asked moderators to only review a random
sample of 650 comments scored highly by Crossmod (i.e., agreement_score >= 85). In Phase 1, we
found that Crossmod achieved a low false negative rate (less than 0.125). As a result, we chose to
have the moderators only focus on the comments that were flagged by Crossmod (i.e., high scoring)
in Phase 2, as these resemble the type of comments that would be reported by Crossmod upon
real-time deployment. In order to prevent bias from the manual review process, we did not disclose
the classifier scores (or sampling strategy) to the moderators. As a result, the moderators were only
told that the comments were obtained from their respective subreddits, and they did not know
whether a comment was actually reported by Crossmod or not.
We would like to note that moderators on Reddit perform large amounts of human labor on a
voluntary basis, manually regulating content in order to help maintain healthy conversations on
the platform. As mentioned earlier, moderators are struggling to keep up with the vast amounts
of content generated within their communities [52]. In addition to this manual labor, the task
of moderating content also involves emotional labor as well, with moderators having to view
gruesome and disturbing content regularly [53]. Out of respect for the moderators’ time and to
keep the amount of effort required to review content manually, we asked each moderator to review
a random sample of 170 comments scored highly by Crossmod in Phase 2.
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Accuracy Precision Recall
r/science

0.92

0.98

0.875

r/Futurology

0.86

0.72

1.0

Table 4. Evaluation of Crossmod in Phase 1 where we compare labels provided by 4 moderators and predictions
from Crossmod on an equal distribution of high-scoring and low-scoring comments.

5.3

Results

5.3.1 Phase 1. In Phase 1, a total of 200 comments obtained from 2 large-scale subreddits were
labeled by 4 moderators from these subreddits, ensuring that an equal distribution of high-scoring
and low-scoring comments were reviewed by each moderator. We found high inter-rater agreement
among the two moderators from each subreddit when deciding whether they would allow the set
of 100 comments on their subreddit or not—r/science moderators disagreed on 3 comments, and
r/Futurology moderators disagreed on just 1 comment. In the case of disagreements, we asked
moderators to discuss and provide us with a consensus label for the comments (i.e., remove or not).
Using the labels assigned by moderators upon review as ground truth, we evaluate Crossmod’s
performance and the results are shown in Table 4. In Phase 1, Crossmod achieved high recall of over
87.5% for both r/science and r/Futurology, with an overall accuracy of over 86%. Moderators told us
that they preferred that Crossmod achieve higher recall over precision. This is because moderators’
intend to use Crossmod as a reporting tool to triage norm violating comments. Therefore a system
that is able to detect as many violations as possible (i.e., higher recall at the cost of precision) is
desirable because every reported comment will be eventually be going through human review—
moderators can correct false positives during the review.
Error analysis: Next, we examined the comments that were misclassified by Crossmod in Phase
1, and found that false positives were comments that contained URLs (e.g., links to Wikipedia, or
Imgur), and comments that excessively used swear words for exclamation. While false negatives
included comments that were off-topic and anecdotal, and prior work has found that these are
considered to be micro norm violations within scientific communities like r/science [18]. One
approach to account for community-specific norms would be to use Crossmod along-side a purely
in-domain classifier trained on moderated comments from a target community (e.g., r/science). This
would allow moderators to make decisions based on moderation recommendations obtained from
an ensemble of classifiers trained to encode Reddit-wide norm enforcements (e.g., macro norms)
along with community-specific recommendations (e.g., micro norms). We plan to explore this line
of research in our future work.
5.3.2 Phase 2. In Phase 2, the 4 moderators reviewed a total of 680 unique comments (each mod
reviewed 170 unique comments found within their subreddit) reported through Crossmod. Given
the high inter-rater agreement observed in Phase 1, we decided to show a non-overlapping set of
unique comments to each moderator from r/science (and r/Futurology) in Phase 2. This allowed us to
evaluate Crossmod’s performance by reviewing a larger sample of comments. Overall, moderators
decided that they would have removed 648 (95.3%) of the comments detected by Crossmod. The
r/science moderators decided that 338 out of the 340 comments detected by Crossmod would
have been removed from r/science. The r/Futurology moderators decided that 310 out of the 340
comments detected by Crossmod would have been removed from r/Futurology.
Furthermore, for all of the reported comments that were decided to be violations by moderators,
we queried the Reddit API (by their unique id). Our goal was to examine whether any of these
comments were still online on r/science and r/Futurology. We found that out of the 338 comments
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decided to be violations by r/science moderators, only 10 comments were actually removed from
r/science (i.e., taken off the site). In other words, Crossmod was able to detect 328 comments that
moderators would have removed, but were previously missed by existing moderation tools like
AutoModerator. Similarly, we found that 309 out of the 310 comments decided to be violations by
r/Futurology moderators were still present online, but were detected by Crossmod. As mentioned
earlier, human moderation struggles to keep up with the immense volume of content generated
within large-scale platforms—plenty of content that violates site guidelines remains online for days,
sometimes even years [28]. Additionally, we found that current automated tools on Reddit are not
robust, and prone to mistakes through our interview study (see Section 3.4). In particular, it is hard
to quantify the rate of false negatives (i.e., how many actual norm violations are being missed by
existing tools) due to the reasons mentioned above. Our findings provide some clarity on this issue.
The results from Phase 2 of our evaluation quantifies the gap in currently deployed moderation
approaches (i.e., what are current approaches missing out on), and how Crossmod can help address
this gap by extending their capabilities.
5.3.3 Summary of findings. We deployed Crossmod in a controlled environment, simulating realtime conversations from two large subreddits with over 10M subscribers each—r/science and
r/Futurology. Two moderators from each subreddit evaluated Crossmod’s moderation recommendations by manually reviewing comments scored by Crossmod that had been drawn randomly from
existing threads. In Phase 1, Crossmod achieved an overall accuracy of 86% when detecting comments that would be removed by moderators, with high recall (over 87.5%). In Phase 2, moderators
decided that they would have removed 648 of the 680 (95.3%) comments detected by Crossmod;
however, 637 of 648 (98.3%) were still online at the time of this writing (i.e., not removed by current
moderation tools). While necessarily incomplete and proof-of-concept, these results indicate that
Crossmod will significantly extend the capabilities of moderators when deployed in the wild.
6

DISCUSSION

Through our formative interviews, we found that the majority of Reddit moderators use automated
tools to make the task of curating a large-scale platform like Reddit managable. However, there
are very few automated tools that can assist moderators, and existing tools are limited in their
scope. We developed Crossmod, a sociotechnical moderation system built to extend the capabilities
of moderators, while also fitting into their existing workflows. We would like to emphasize that
Crossmod is not intended to replace human moderation or any of the existing automated tools used
by moderators. Instead, Crossmod aims to extend the current capabilities provided by existing social
and automated tools. Though limited in scope, our summative evaluation shows that Crossmod
can improve moderation by detecting undesirable content which is currently undetected by the
existing sociotechnical infrastructure.
6.1

Theoretical implications

6.1.1 Online moderation as a sociotechnical phenomenon. Sociotechnical research is premised on
the interdependent and inextricably linked relationships among the features of any technological
object or system and the social norms, rules of use, and participation by a broad range of human
stakeholders [62]. This mutual constitution of social and technological is the basis of the term
sociotechnical. Mutual constitution directs scholars to consider a phenomenon without making a
priori judgments regarding the relative importance or significance of social or technological aspects
(e.g., [7, 42]). In our work, we examined currently deployed approaches to content moderation on
Reddit, shedding light on the sociotechnical nature of online governance. Prior work on online
moderation has focused on just the social system (e.g., [41]), or the technological system (e.g., [40]),
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or even the two side by side (e.g., [33, 47]). Our work extends this line of work by investigating the
phenomena that emerges when the two interact, and aims to ameliorate the socio-technical gap [2]
in moderation systems. Instead of focusing on the behavioral or the technological, we study the
emergent sociotechnical phenomena that sets our work apart. We hope to see more theoretical
work exploring online moderation along these lines in the future.
6.1.2 Going beyond detection towards enforcement in online moderation. Current research on
automated approaches is focused on the detection-side of online moderation, but there is a gap
in the study of the enforcement-side, and the considerations to be made during this process [35].
Depending on the platform and the specific community under consideration, enforcement strategies
vary significantly in intent and execution [18], and these nuances should inform detection strategies
in the future. Our work aims to bridge this gap, and explores how to take the next step by developing
a new AI-based moderation system that can be easily customized to detect content that violate a
target community’s norms and enforce a range of moderation actions.
6.2

Design implications

6.2.1 Participatory methods to inform the design of socio-algorithmic governance. Machine learning
algorithms have become core design elements in modern social computing systems. Most often,
they are designed and implemented by corporations who control access to an algorithm’s core
data and code. Here, we have followed emerging research in exploring a different path: working in
dialog with users and key stakeholders to design socio-algorithmic systems [3, 72] that govern large
social spaces. Crossmod is one data point in the space of possible socio-algorithmic governance
systems that could result with participatory input.
6.2.2 Agency and configurability in AI-backed sociotechnical interventions. Crossmod turns over
control and oversight to empowered mods who can direct the underlying algorithms as they see fit.
In sociotechnical interventions like Crossmod, an algorithm (e.g., machine learning) intervenes in
a normally unmediated process. Issues of agency naturally arise in mixed-initiative systems like
the one presented here. We turned to building configurability and oversight into Crossmod as a
solution, by developing rich sets of options mods can use to control and configure Crossmod. As
a consequence, Crossmod permits a great deal of mod control over internal machine-generated
predictions, and can be tailored to meet subreddit-specific needs. Moderators can easily configure Crossmod using simple conditional statements, and also track moderation actions taken by
Crossmod. In cases where moderators disagree with Crossmod, they can overrule its judgments.
6.3

Next steps for Crossmod

We plan to extend Crossmod through the following ways:
6.3.1 Graphic UI to help mods configure the system. Moderators found configuring Crossmod
using simple conditional statements straightforward. In addition to this, we plan on introducing a
graphical user-interface that simplifies configuring Crossmod even further.
6.3.2 Incorporate community feedback into Crossmod. We are currently brainstorming design ideas
with moderators on ways to use community feedback in Crossmod. One idea is to reverse Crossmod
removals when necessary. For example, P10 suggested an idea to use community-feedback on
the Crossmod’s reply containing the removal reason to identify “false positives”, and reverse an
automated removal. For example, if Crossmod’s reply receives over 5 downvotes (indicating that at
least 5 users disagree with Crossmod’s decision that the comment is a violation), Crossmod could
be configured to reverse its <action> by approving the removed comment. This functionality is not
supported currently, but we plan to explore this in future iterations of Crossmod.
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6.3.3 Ensuring fairness and transparency in moderation decisions. We plan to conduct a systematic
analysis of any algorithmic biases [8, 23] inherent in Crossmod’s machine learning back-end, and
incorporate design changes that ensure fairness, accountability and transparency in the moderation
system [21, 22, 71]. As a first step, we added “removal_reasons” to the system’s design, facilitating
better sense-making of Crossmod’s actions. Additionally, using an ensemble of classifiers to make
moderation decisions introduces diversity into Crossmod’s decision-making process, potentially
reducing biases that are likely.
6.3.4 Publicly release Crossmod with API keys. We plan to release Crossmod publicly through an
API, and this would allow us to evaluate the entire system, in addition to the core algorithm that
was already evaluated in this work. Prior work has identified that norms are shared across different
Reddit communities (e.g., macro norms are found to be universal to most parts of Reddit) [18].
Though we evaluated Crossmod only on a couple of subreddits in this paper, we believe that the
different <conditions> supported by the system would allow Crossmod to identify norm violations
within other subreddits as well. But moderators asked us to take caution before releasing the data
and code for Crossmod publicly since bad actors may easily find ways to circumvent the system. In
order to prevent such situation, we will be using API keys to control who has access to Crossmod.
6.3.5 Default configurations for Crossmod’s back-end. In future iterations of Crossmod, we plan to
include default configurations for the ensemble based on prior configs used by previous moderators, or automatic tuning based on historical moderated data obtained from the target subreddit
under consideration (i.e., automatically selecting which classifiers to use, in addition to asking the
moderators to choose manually).
6.3.6 Deployment on Reddit. Our goal is to finally push Crossmod into production across Reddit.
As Chad said, “A lot of moderators are quite disappointed in how few moderators tools there are. So
when something new comes out, they’re pretty quick to adopt that.” We are currently in conversations
with moderators from several subreddits, including r/Futurology, about deploying our system
real-time on Reddit. As the next step, we plan to deploy Crossmod as a real-time reporting tool to
triage norm violating comments for further moderator review. We hope that by releasing Crossmod
publicly, Crossmod can be adopted by moderators and researchers going forward.
7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we build a new AI-based moderation system for assisting Reddit moderators called
Crossmod. To the best of our knowledge, Crossmod is the first open source, AI-backed sociotechnical
moderation system to be designed using participatory methods. We adopted a mixed-initiative
approach in Crossmod, allowing moderators of subreddits to augment the automatic predictions
obtained from an ensemble of classifiers (trained using cross-community learning) with human
decisions and oversight. First, we conducted formative interviews to examine challenges faced by
existing automated tools, and then developed Crossmod to address unmet moderator needs. Finally,
we deployed Crossmod in a controlled environment, simulating real-time conversations from two
large subreddits with over 10M subscribers each—r/science and r/Futurology. Results from the
two-phase evaluation of Crossmod’s moderation recommendations through manual review indicate
that Crossmod would significantly extend the capabilities of moderators when deployed on Reddit.
8

APPENDIX A: CROSS-COMMUNITY LEARNING-BASED CLASSIFIERS

This appendix provides additional information and detail about the cross-community learning
classifiers that act as Crossmod’s machine learning back end.
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Counterfactual moderation classifiers

Chandrasekharan et al. (2018) trained classifiers to detect whether a given comment will be removed
by moderators of 100 popular subreddits [18]. For each subreddit Sk , we built a classifier cl f Sk
trained on comments removed by moderators of Sk , along with an equal number of randomly
sampled comments from Sk that were not removed, at the time of data collection (i.e., unremoved
comments). Each in-domain classifier was built entirely using removed and unremoved comments
from a single subreddit is referred to as a “subreddit classifier”. The mean 10-fold cross-validation
F1 score for the 100 study subreddits was 71.4%. This was comparable to the performance achieved
in prior work on building purely in-domain classifiers to identify moderated comments within
an online community [14, 19]. In our current work, we use all of the 100 subreddit classifiers we
trained previously, one for each study subreddit.
8.2

Classifiers for macro norm violations

Chandrasekharan et al. (2018) also factored out “macro norms” that are enforced across most parts
of Reddit [18]. For example, posting hate speech in the form of homophobic and racist slurs, using
misogynistic slurs, graphic verbal attacks, and distributing pornographic material are removed by
moderators of almost all subreddits. The list of all 8 types of macro norms we identified in our prior
work are shown in Table 5.
Macro norm violation
Using misogynistic slurs
Opposing political views around Donald Trump (depends on originating subreddit)
Hate speech that is racist or homophobic
Verbal attacks on Reddit or specific subreddits
Posting pornographic links
Personal attacks
Abusing and criticizing moderators
Name-calling or claiming the other person is too sensitive

Table 5. List of all the macro norm violations that can be detected by the system’s back-end ML models.
These are detected using classifiers trained on the macro norm violations identified in our prior work [18].

We used the dataset of all comments labeled to be macro norm violations on Reddit.17 Using this
dataset of macro norm violations, we train FastText classifiers to identify comments violating the
different types of macro norm violations shared across Reddit. Specifically, we train classifiers to
detect 8 types of macro norm violations which are mentioned in Table 5. For training the classifiers
to detect each type of macro norm violation, we use a combination of 5,000 comments labeled
to be macro norm violations, and a random sample of 5,000 unmoderated Reddit comments as
training examples. The average F1 score obtained from 10-fold cross-validation was over 95% for
each classifier. The goal of each of these classifiers is to identify whether an unseen comment is a
macro norm violation, or not.
8.2.1 Pre-trained classifiers serve as the ML Back-end. All of these pre-trained classifiers are loaded
into a back-end for further querying. The two main functions of the back-end classifiers are to
make the following predictions about a new comment:
• Would the comment be removed by moderators if it were posted on each of the 100 subreddits?
• Is the comment violating a macro norm?
17 A

detailed description of this dataset can be found on Github: https://github.com/ceshwar/reddit-norm-violations
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The final output from the back-end is the list of predictions obtained from each of subreddit
classifiers, and (macro) norm violation classifiers. This takes the form a list of 108 values, and is
passed up the stack to higher parts of Crossmod’s architecture.
9
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